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**Reading**

- **Spelling with RM stories - June**
  - Informative Writing Into/Pre Argument Pre w/ “Sejourner”
  - Pioneer Post – June
  - Friendly Letter Journals – June
  - Grammar Finish L3a & L3b

- **Speaking**
  - Square reminders?
  - Informative w/ “Out There” Argument post
  - Applications w/ SS Economy
  - Pronouns & verb agreement

- **Listening**
  - Script w/ “Amelia”
  - Informative w/ “Dino”
  - Grammar Finish L1e and east
  - Narrative
  - Grammar L2a & L2b

- **Classroom Management**
  - Web research, report

- **Math**
  - Week of Inspirational Math
  - CGA pretest

- **Science**
  - Engineer Plane w/ Theme 6.2
  - IDS D3 w/ Th 6.4

- **Social Studies**
  - Continue Themes of Geography then “More with Mapping” in Geography Alive
  - Mapping Assessment, then Issue in the Western Hemisphere
  - Agriculture, recording history, and technologies
  - Finish Agriculture Ancient China

- **Health**
  - Mapping Assessment, then Issue in the Western Hemisphere
  - Agriculture, recording history, and technologies
  - Finish Agriculture Ancient China
  - Ancient China

- **Technology**
  - Class Website Xtra Math
  - Xtra Math
  - iPad guided exploration
  - Google Docs: Pioneer Post U Drive: saving and USB saving

- **Art**
  - Follow Directions and create a paper airplane.
  - iPad Scientist video w/ Th 8.3

**Done by Zzygiva June-Aug, 2016**